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As we noted last week, the SPX index had become somewhat overstretched
following its break into blue sky territory, and this was even more striking given
the poor performance of global markets in the summer months. As such it is
little surprise to see the SPX move back to test support at the breakout level
(the index bounced at 2876.9 on Wednesday morning) or for the technology
sector to lead the decline lower. The NDX index decline -1.3% for its worst
session since July 30th, although it did manage to bounce off the 7500 level a
couple of times to cut losses during the session. Neither index is yet in danger of
signaling a trend change, and each could survive a full test of their rising 50 day
ma at 2820 and 7358 respectively without doing significant damage to their
prospects, which is something to bear in mind if the sell-off accelerates.

Within the technology sector itself, there has been a narrowing of leadership,
with the trillion dollar duo now accounting for 24% of the entire index. At the
same time a number or prior market darlings have come under considerable
pressure, with a couple in danger of breaking below long standing trend lines.
Bull markets can survive a narrow leadership for considerable periods (the SPX
has only experienced one broad advance in the last 5 years), but it generally
reflects an ageing of the cycle when prior favorites start to fall off the
bandwagon. Thus there is a little more at stake for the NDX than during the last
couple of pullbacks.
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Of course it is outside the US where the bulk of selling pressure has been
taking place, and the return from summer vacations seemingly brought with
it a wish to cut exposure at the earliest opportunity. Selling has been swift
across most developed and emerging markets with only Japan among major
developed markets and Taiwan within the emerging market showing any
reluctance to decline .

The emerging market complex has once more suffered the greatest losses,
with declines in equities, bonds and FX suggesting a broad withdrawal of
capital has taken place. Generally for Asian markets the majority of losses
have been incurred in equity markets, whereas elsewhere (particularly in
Latin America) it is FX that has transmitted the bulk of losses. This is a little
different from what we saw earlier in the summer and reflects a stabilizing
of the CNY in recent weeks, one of the few areas of clear improvement.

Given the breadth and depth of liquidation it is unsurprising that the use of
the term “contagion” has itself become contagious. This term first took hold
in the 1997 and 1998 emerging market sell-offs, which saw a cascade of
broken currency pegs and defaults spill over into the global equity market
(one should recall that EM was a much smaller and more remote asset class
back then). Declines during this period followed a very obvious
deterioration of local economic conditions especially in key metrics such as
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current accounts and fiscal deficits, with fixed exchange rates preventing any
rebalancing through market forces until all hell broke loose.

What we are seeing today is somewhat different, since with the exception of
Argentina and Turkey traditional runs on currencies have not really been an
issue. Liquidation of broadly held exposure that cuts across many markets has
been more of an issue and the last few days have seen some evidence that
some of the stronger, more liquid markets, which we view as a sign that
redemptions are being met by sales in whatever market can accommodate
them. Thus the reaction of markets is now only loosely connected to economic
or corporate fundamentals (hence the widening value gap between EM and
other markets), with momentum and risk aversion being the primary drivers.
We are therefore approaching the point at which it will become more
appropriate to talk about capitulation rather than contagion, suggesting that a
powerful reversal would have the potential to take place, should the market be
delivered a reason to change its opinion.

This is not to deny that fundamental drives have been absent, or will play no
role in the future moves, but it is important to keep a sense of perspective when
matching market moves to underlying conditions. Signs that the worst is
behind us would be a benign response to adverse news on trade, which at least
would indicate a pricing in of risk around this issue. Far more helpful would be
actual signs of progress in at least one of the three major issues bedeviling
emerging markets; some stability in Turkey and Argentina (which set the mood
for FX markets in MENA and Lat Am), some meaningful dialogue between
China and the US over the trade dispute or a reversal of constraints over
shadow banking in China (note the latter would be unlikely to be announced in
real time).

China therefore remains in control of two of the key issues, and its leadership
must be under considerable pressure to mitigate the pressure of simultaneously
fighting an internal battle against leverage and an external battle over trade.
Thus far they have dug in their heels on both issues while loosening traditional
monetary policy and boosting some fiscal measures (via tax cuts and spending).
However, the deterioration of local investor sentiment (the local A share
market has been a notable underperformer throughout the summer months)
suggests that the leadership may have to pick its battles going forwards and
may prove receptive to any face saving solution that can be proposed by the US
in the weeks ahead. In the meantime we would watch for signs of exhaustion
given the degree to which liquidation has already run ahead of events.



S&P 500

When we last published our technical thoughts on the SPX a week ago we reiterated our target of 3,000 in the large cap index. We did add one
word of caution and that was that the index had once again become a little stretched (as witnessed by the distance above its 50-day ma) and
that there may have to be a test of the breakout level. Over the past four trading days that technical scenario has unfolded and the SPX has
back and filled since last Wednesday. MACD has rolled over a bit but still is tracking sideways in positive territory as it has since mid-July and
that action in the momentum oscillator has not signaled a potential disturbance in the uptrend in price. We continue to mark first support at
2,860 and second at the rising 50-day ma (2,820.78 at yesterdays close).
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NASDAQ 100

The NDX notched a nominal new intraday high on Thursday of last week at 7,691.10 before closing lower on the day. The high tech index has
traded lower with the broader market since and yesterday the NDX declined 99.06 points or -1.30% far outpacing the drop in the SPX and the
RTY which were down -0.28% and -0.33% respectively. Several of the more heavily weighted constituents, including AMZN, MSFT, GOOG and
FB that account for an almost 30% weighting in the index were the index “culprits” that accounted for the drubbing that marked the worst one
day performance since July 30th. Yesterday’s poor relative performance aside, the NDX remains firmly in the uptrend that has been supported
by the still rising 50-day ma since prices broke out above the shorter term moving average in early May. We continue to mark first support at
the 50-day ma (7,358.12 as of yesterday’s close) and second at 7,150.
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Russell 2000

The RTY established a new closing high on Friday at 1,740.75 and over the holiday shortened Speculator week the RTY is down -0.41% versus a
decline of 0.87% and -1.79% in the SPX and NDX respectively. One subtle technical note worth mentioning is that at the close on both Tuesday
and yesterday the small cap index had recovered more than half its loses by close of trading. That said, if the current equity correction becomes
more drawn out the RTY will most certainly be dragged lower with its larger cap brethren. We continue to mark first support at 1,700 and
second at 1,650.
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VXO

The last few sessions have seen a steady build-up in volatility pricing, which reflects some nervousness that the poor performance of global
equities may start to pull the US equity market lower. Wednesday’s session saw the VXO move as high at 13.54, its highest level since mid-
August, before falling back to close at 12.38. This keeps the index comfortably below the key 14 level, that indicates a breakout of concern, but
the more closely watched VIX index breached this level intraday and finished just below at 13.91.

With the technology sector seeing the most concentrated selling it is no surprise that the VXN index broke significantly higher, reaching 18.65
for its highest close since July 31st. This is clearly the most sensitive part of the equity market at present, and keeping the VXN below 20 looks
to be crucial if the US equity market is to avoid a more exaggerated decline.
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Morgan Stanley Emerging Markets

The half hearted rally in the MXEF Index that led to price to rise above its 50-day moving average early last week turned into a false breakout
when prices failed to hold the ground above the shorter term moving average and the index fell back below the shorter term moving average
last Wednesday. Since then the EM Index has slid sharply lower to close just above the August lows at the end of yesterday’s session. MACD
has rolled over at a lower high in negative territory. We now mark first support at 1,000 and second at 980.
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10 Year Treasury Note

The 10 year yield remains trapped in a very narrow trading range between roughly 2.80% and 3.00%, with Wednesday’s close exactly at the
mid-point of these levels. As we have seen before, long periods of dull range-bound trading often eventually give way to something more
exciting but we are yet to see any clear signs of this fairly boring period ending. We continue to believe that the ultra-long 30 year bond yield
will be the key determinant for the next big move by the 10 year note, with a move either below 2.90% or above 3.25% representing a key
breakdown or breakout.

Wednesday’s close at 3.075% marks the mid-point of this range, but does take the yield closer to 3.15%, where the yield rolled over in June and
July. A break above 3.15% would not be decisive but it would at least set us up for a test of key long term resistance at 3.25%, whereas a failure
would suggest that the range remains in control.
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US Dollar

The DXY put in a short term bottom last Wednesday and a four day counter trend rally unfolded but the index fell short of challenging our first
resistance on Tuesday and yesterday the DXY pulled back to its flattening 50-day ma. We have not seen the shorter term moving average as
important price support per se but view it merely as a guide to the angle of the trend which despite the push higher in early August it has more
recently been flattening. We continue to mark first support at 94 and second at 93 and only a move above the 96 level would suggest the
current short term correction may have run its course.
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Gold

Gold continues to struggle to remain in touch with $1200, with the late August bounce running out of steam before the metal could mount a
test of resistance at its declining 50 day ma. The best that can be said since is that gold sidestepped the brutal liquidation that took place in
other precious metals (particularly silver) and remains 3% above its August low at Wednesday’s close of $1196.75. The somewhat extreme
positioning in futures markets and steady liquidation of gold ETF holdings are positive factors to consider, but at times like these price action is
key and the metal needs to trade back above its 50 day ma ($1217.56) as a first step towards recovery.
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Crude Oil

The rally in crude oil prices as measured by the front month WTI futures contract that found it start on August 16th from support at its 200-day
ma temporarily reached its pinnacle on hurricane Gordon supply fears on Tuesday. Crude traded briefly above our first resistance that day but
settled only $0.07 cents higher on the day and yesterday oil pulled back further to $68.72. MACD has moved back into positive territory and is
tracking higher albeit at a slightly slower rate the past few days. We continue to mark first support at the rising 200-day ma ($65.20 as of
yesterday’s close) and second at $58. Although oil briefly traded above our first resistance at $71.50 we would classify it as a failed challenge
and are leaving that as first resistance and continue to mark second support at the July 3rd intra-day high of $75.27.
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Copper

Copper’s late August bounce failed to carry up to the falling 50 day ma and it is little surprise in the current climate that this led to an abrupt
retest of the August low at $5773. Wednesday’s session saw some relief with the metal bouncing to $5871, but the metal needs to trade
significantly higher than this if it is to avoid a further breakdown, potentially to $5500 where the metal found good support in late 2016 and
mid-2017.
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